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Figure 1: JALI workflow: given a speech transcript (a) and audio (c), we compute a phonetic alignment (b). (a) and (b) are used to
procedurally animate the phonemes of a JALI rig (e). Audio signal features like volume (green), pitch (blue) and formants (d) are used to
animate the JALI viseme field (f). The JALI values in (f) modulate the animation curves in (e) to animate a 3D character (g).

Abstract

The rich signals we extract from facial expressions imposes high
expectations for the science and art of facial animation. While
the advent of high-resolution performance capture has greatly im-
proved realism, the utility of procedural animation warrants a
prominent place in facial animation workflow. We present a sys-
tem that, given an input audio soundtrack and speech transcript,
automatically generates expressive lip-synchronized facial anima-
tion that is amenable to further artistic refinement, and that is com-
parable with both performance capture and professional animator
output. Because of the diversity of ways we produce sound, the
mapping from phonemes to visual depictions as visemes is many-
valued. We draw from psycholinguistics to capture this variation
using two visually distinct anatomical actions: Jaw and Lip, where
sound is primarily controlled by jaw articulation and lower-face
muscles, respectively. We describe the construction of a transfer-
able template JALI 3D facial rig, built upon the popular facial mus-
cle action unit representation FACS. We show that acoustic prop-
erties in a speech signal map naturally to the dynamic degree of
jaw and lip in visual speech. We provide an array of compelling
animation clips, compare against performance capture and existing
procedural animation, and report on a brief user study.

Keywords: facial animation, procedural animation, lip synchro-
nization, speech synchronization, audio-visual speech.

Concepts: •Computing methodologies → Procedural anima-
tion; Natural language generation; Simulation by animation;
•Applied computing→ Performing arts;
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1 Introduction

The proportion of our brains involved in facial processing vastly
outweighs the processing of other categories of objects [Rossion
et al. 2012]. The evolutionary advantage gained by this ability
comes with a high developmental cost. Indeed, the years of human
acquisition that allow such apparently effortless expression of feel-
ing through our faces is in fact a highly complex phenomenon for
actors and animators to realize. Facial animation tools in industrial
practice have remained remarkably static, typically using animation
software like MAYA to animate a 3D facial rig, often with a simple
interpolation between an array of target blend shapes. More princi-
pled rigs are anatomically inspired with skeletally animated jaw and
target shapes representing various facial muscle action units (FACS)
[Ekman and Friesen 1978], but the onus of authoring the detail and
complexity necessary for human nuance and physical plausibility
remain tediously in the hands of the animator.

While professional animators may have the ability, budget and time
to bring faces to life with a laborious workflow, the results pro-
duced by novices using these tools, or existing procedural or rule-
based animation techniques, are generally less flattering. Proce-
dural approaches to automate aspects of facial animation such as
lip-synchronization, despite showing promise in the early 1990s,
have not kept pace in quality with the complexity of the modern
facial models. On the other hand, facial performance capture has
achieved such a level of quality that it is a viable alternative to pro-
duction facial animation. As with all performance capture, how-
ever, it has three shortcomings: the animation is limited by the ca-
pabilities of the human performer, whether physical, technical or
emotional; subsequent artistic refinement is difficult; and partly-
hidden anatomical structures that play a part in the animation, such
as the tongue, have to be animated separately.

The challenge is thus to produce animator-centric procedural ani-
mation tools that are comparable in quality to performance capture,
and that are easy to edit and refine. Note that while preserving the
ability of expert animators to tune final results to their liking, other
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non-artistic adjustments are often necessary in speech synchroniza-
tion to deal with, for example, prosody, mispronunciation of text,
and speech affectations such as slurring and accents.

In the context of speech synchronization, we define the problem
as follows: given an input audio soundtrack and speech transcript,
generate a realistic, expressive animation of a face with lip, tongue
and jaw movements that synchronize with the audio soundtrack.
Beyond producing realistic output, we impose further requirements:
our workflow must integrate with the traditional animation pipeline,
including the use of motion capture, blend shapes and key-framing;
we must allow full animator editing of the output; the system must
respond to editing of the speech transcript to account for speech
anomalies; and it must be possible to target facial animation to a va-
riety of face rigs. We do not require the system to perform synthetic
speech generation. We thus position our system to work alongside
traditional animation tools. Because the signal processing step that
transforms inputs to our internal representation is fast, it would be
feasible to extend our work to interactive dialogue, as long as the
transcript and audio signal are streamed in time for processing.

The JALI model It is in principle possible to synthesize facial
animation by developing control solutions that directly model the
neuro-muscular facial function. Such a fine grained model awaits a
deeper understanding of face physiology and neural activation se-
quencing; real-time physical simulation of the face may have to
wait even longer. We instead observe that for the task of speech
synchronization, we can aggregate its attendant facial motions into
two independent categories: functions related to jaw motion, and
those related to lip motion (see Figure 2) [Badin et al. 2002]. These
two dimensions, which are the basis of our JALI model, capture a
wide range of the speech phenomenology and permit interactive ex-
ploration of an expressive face space.

A facial animation is created in JALI as a sequence of signal and
text processing steps as follows.

1. An input speech transcript and corresponding audio sound-
track is taken as input.

2. Forced alignment is employed to align utterances in the
soundtrack to the text, giving an output time series contain-
ing a sequence of phonemes [Brugnara et al. 1993].

3. Audio, text and alignment information are combined to give
text/phoneme and phoneme/audio correspondences.

4. Lip-synchronization viseme action units are computed first by
extracting jaw and lip motions for individual phonemes. Hu-
mans, however, do not articulate each phoneme separately.
We thus blend the corresponding visemes into co-articulated
action units that more accurately track real human speech
[Deng et al. 2006; Jurafsky and Martin 2008].

Contributions This paper makes several contributions to the
problem of expressive speech synchronization:

• The jaw and lip action model, its validation, and the construc-
tion of FACS-based JALI rigs that provide a wide range of id-
iomatic facial speech expression.

• That procedural facial animation techniques for speech syn-
chronization can produce expressive results that appear to sur-
pass existing procedural techniques in both scope and quality,
to the point that they approach the results produced by perfor-
mance capture or expert key-framed approaches.

• An end-to-end automated solution that is amenable to further
manual refinement, and that can be combined with other facial
animation methods.

• The ability to animate automatically anatomical features such
as the tongue that are only occasionally and partially visible.

We follow a survey of related work (Section 2) by a detailed de-
velopment and validation of the JALI Viseme model (Section 3).
We then show how the JALI Viseme model can be constructed
over a typical FACS-based 3D facial rig and transferred across such
rigs (Section 4). Section 5 provides system implementation de-
tails for our automated lip-synchronization approach. We show a
variety of compelling examples produced by our system, and by
way of evaluation provide comparisons with performance capture,
professional hand animation, and state of the art in procedural lip-
synchronization techniques. Section 6 concludes with other appli-
cations of the JALI model and directions for future work.

2 Related Work

Computer facial animation has been an active area of research since
the early 1970s [Parke 1972; Parke and Waters 1996]. The large
corpus of research on audiovisual speech animation [Bailly et al.
2012] can further be broadly classified as procedural, data-driven,
or performance-capture.

Procedural speech animation segments speech into a string of
phonemes, which are then mapped by rules or look-up tables to
visemes – typically many-to-one, (e.g., / m b p / all map to the
viseme MMM in Figure 4). Viseme is short for visible phoneme
[Fisher 1968] and refers to the shape of the mouth at the apex
of a given phoneme. This would be a simple affair were it not
for the human habit of co-articulation. When humans speak, our
visemes overlap and crowd each other out in subtle ways that have
baffled speech scientists for decades. Thus, the crux of any pro-
cedural model is its co-articulation scheme. A popular model is
Cohen and Massaro’s dominance model [1993; 2012]. It uses dom-
inance functions that overlap, giving values indicating how close a
given viseme reaches its target shape given its neighbourhood of
phonemes. A common weakness of this model is the failure to
ensure lip closure of bilabials (/m b p/) [Mattheyses and Verhelst
2015]. Several variants/improvements of the model have been de-
veloped over the years, such as [Cosi et al. 2002; King and Par-
ent 2005]. Rule-based co-articulation models use explicit rules
to dictate the co-articulation under explicit circumstances [Kent
and Minifie 1977; Pelachaud et al. 1996; Bevacqua and Pelachaud
2004; Wang et al. 2007]. Diphone co-articulation [Xu et al. 2013]
defines a specific animation curve for every pair of phonemes
used in a given language. These are then concatenated to gener-
ate speech animation. This approach has also been explored for
tri-phone co-articulation [Deng et al. 2006]. Several off-the-shelf
tools are available to produce procedural lip-sync such as FACEFX
(www.facefx.com).

Procedural animation techniques generally produce compact ani-
mation curves amenable to refinement by animators, but over time
have lost ground in terms of expressive realism to data-driven and
performance-capture methods [Orvalho et al. 2012]. We hope to
rejuvenate animator-centric procedural facial animation by demon-
strating results comparable with current production techniques.
As noted by Taylor et al. [2012], phonemes map one-to-many to
visemes (e.g., the phoneme /t/ has the lip shape of /OW/ in the word
‘stow’ but the lip shape of /y/ in the word ‘sty’), based on phonetic
context. This can be handled by a categorical co-articulation model
such as ours, or by using data-driven dynamic visemes [Taylor et al.
2012]. None of the above methods explicitly model speech styles,
namely the continuum of viseme shapes manifested by intentional
variations in speech, which is what our JALI viseme field models.

Data-driven methods smoothly stitch pieces of facial animation
data from a large corpus, to match an input speech track [Bregler
et al. 1997; Cao et al. 2005; Ma et al. 2006]. Multi-dimensional
morphable models [Ezzat et al. 2002], hidden Markov models



[Brand 1999; Wang et al. 2012], and active appearance models
(AAM) [Anderson et al. 2013; Bailly et al. 2009] and have been used
to capture facial dynamics. For example, AAM-based, Dynamic
Visemes [Taylor et al. 2012] uses cluster sets of related visemes,
gathered through analysis of the TIMIT corpus. Data-driven meth-
ods have also been used to drive a physically-based model [Sifakis
et al. 2006]. A statistical model for evaluating the quality of data-
driven speech is available [Ma and Deng 2012]. However, the qual-
ity of data-driven approaches is often limited by the data available;
many statistical models drive the face directly, taking ultimate con-
trol away from the animator.

Performance-capture based speech animation transfers acquired
motion data from a human performer onto a digital face model
[Williams 1990]. Performance capture has gained in popularity
in recent years with the widespread adoption of cameras, depth
sensors and other motion capture equipment. Approaches such as
Face/Off [Weise et al. 2009] and other work based on real-time
performance-based facial animation [Weise et al. 2011; Li et al.
2013], while not specifically focused on speech, are able to cre-
ate high-quality facial animation. Speech analysis can comple-
ment and improve these approaches [Weise et al. 2011]. A hybrid
capture/data-driven system by [Liu et al. 2015] uses a precaptured
database to correct performance capture with a deep neural network
trained to extract phoneme probabilities from audio input in real-
time using an Kinect sensor. Various commercial products such as
FACESHIFT (faceshift.com) and FACEWARE (faceware.com), also
provide facial performance capture using commodity hardware.
The disadvantage of performance capture is that is limited by the
actor’s abilities and is difficult for an animator to refine.

We show that our results compare favourably with procedural [Mas-
saro et al. 2012], data-driven [Taylor et al. 2012] and performance-
capture FACEWARE approaches in Figure 9.

3 JALI Viseme Model

Our JALI viseme model is motivated by the directly observable bio-
acoustics of sound production using a mixture of diaphragm, jaw,
and lip. Experimental and empirical validation for our visual model
is provided by [Badin et al. 2002], which, through a variety of
data capture processes, determined that the majority of variation
in visual speech is accounted for by jaw, lip and tongue motion.
While trained ventriloquists are able to speak entirely using their di-
aphragm with little observable facial motion [Metzner et al. 2006],
we typically speak using a mix of independently controllable JAW
and LIP facial action. JALI simulates visible speech as a linear mix
of jaw-tongue (with minimal face muscle) action and face-muscle
action values. The absence of any JA and LI action is not a static
face but one perceived as poor-ventriloquy or mumbling, and the
other extreme is hyper-articulated screaming (Figure 2). A power-
ful feature of the JALI model is thus the ability to capture a broad
variety of visually expressive speaking styles.

3.1 JALI Motivation

Traditional animation of human speech
[Blair 1947], is based on a mapping from
phonemes to a visemes, such as the two labio-
dental phonemes /f v/ mapping to a single
FFF viseme shown inset, where the lower lip
is pressed against the upper teeth. Animators
create linearly superposed blend-shapes to
represent these visemes and animate speech

by keyframing these blend-shapes over time [Osipa 2010]. This
traditional approach overlooks the fact that phonemes in speech can
be expressed by a continuum of viseme shapes based on phonetic

Figure 2: Speaking styles captured by the JALI viseme field.

context and speech style. When we hyper-articulate (i.e., over-
enunciate), we form visemes primarily with lip motion using fa-
cial muscles, with little or no jaw movement. Conversely, when we
hypo-articulate (i.e., speak in a drone), we use primarily jaw/tongue
motion with little or no lip action. In normal conversation, we use
varying combinations of lip and jaw/tongue formations of visemes
arbitrarily. We can thus map each phoneme to a 2D viseme field
along nearly independent jaw and lip axes that captures a wide
range of expressive speech (Figure 2).

Visemes corresponding to five
arbitrarily-chosen speaking styles
for the phoneme /AO/ in ‘thOUght’
performed by an actor are shown
inset. In all five articulations /AO/
is pronounced with equal clarity and
volume, but with considerable viseme
variation. From (a) to (e) (also marked
on Figure 2), /AO/ is pronounced: like
an amateur ventriloquist with minimal
jaw and lip activity (a); with consider-
able jaw activity but little or no facial
muscle activity, as in loud drunken
conversation (b); with high face mus-
cle activation but minimal jaw use, as
though enunciating ‘through her teeth’
(c); with substantial activity in both
jaw and lip, like singing operatically
(d); and with moderate use of both lip
and jaw, in normal conversation (e).
Note that the lip width is consistent
for (a) and (b) (both having minimal
lip activation), and for (c) and (d)
(maximal lip activation). Also note
that jaw opening is consistent for
(a) and (c) (both having minimal
jaw activation) and for (b) and (d)
(maximal jaw activation). The varying
use of speaking styles is illustrated
in two video clips available with this
paper: “Phonemes in Three Speaking



Styles” as shown above, and “Five Moods of Little Bo Peep”,
where a male actor recites a nursery rhyme, transitioning through
several distinct speaking styles.

As seen in the video “Five Jacks”, the JALI viseme field provides an
animator with an easy to control abstraction over expressive speech
animation of the same phonetic content. We further show in Section
4.3 that the JALI field setting over time, for a given performance,
can be extracted plausibly through analysis of the audio signal. A
combination of our JALI viseme field with our improved procedural
lip-synchronization algorithm is thus able to animate a character’s
face with considerable realism and accuracy (Section 6).

3.2 JALI-driven characters: Valley Girl and Boy

Figure 3: JALI rigs: Valley Girl and Valley Boy

We now describe the construction of an animatable facial rig com-
patible with the JALI viseme field (Figure 3). Valley Girl (named
after The Uncanny Valley [Mori 1970]), is a fairly realistic facial
model rigged in MAYA. Her face is controlled through a typical
combination of blend-shapes (to animate her facial action units) and
skeletal skinning (to animate her jaw and tongue). The rig controls
are based on FACS but do not exhaustively include all AUs, nor is it
limited to AUs defined in FACS.

A traditional facial rig sometimes has individual blend-shapes for
each viseme (usually with a many-to-one mapping from phonemes
to visemes, or many-to-many using dynamic visemes [Taylor et al.
2012]). A JALI-rigged character requires that such visemes be sep-
arated to capture sound production and shaping as mixed contribu-
tion of the jaw, tongue and facial muscles that control the lips. In
other words, the face geometry is a composition of a neutral face
nface, overlaid with skeletal jaw and tongue deformation jd, td,
displaced by a linear blend of weighted blend-shape action unit dis-
placements au, i.e., face = nface + jd+ td+ au.

To create a viseme within the 2D field defined by JA and LI
for any given phoneme p, it seems natural to set the geomet-
ric face(p) for any point JA,LI in the viseme field of p to be
face(p, JA,LI) = nface + JA ∗ (jd(p) + td(p)) + LI ∗ au(p),
where jd(p), td(p), au(p), represent an extreme configuration of
the jaw, tongue and lip action units for the phoneme p. Suppress-
ing both the JA and LI values here would result in a static neutral
face, barely obtainable by the most skilled of ventriloquists. Nat-
ural speech without JA, LI activation is closer to a mumble or an
amateur attempt at ventriloquy.

Open-Jaw Neutral Pose and ‘Ventriloquist Singularity’: We
configure the neutral face of the JALI rig so that the character’s jaw
hangs open slightly (Figure 5b), and the lips are locked with a low-
intensity use of the “lip-tightening” muscle (orbicularis oris, AU
23), as if pronouncing a bilabial phoneme such as /m/ (Figure 5c).

Figure 4: Our phoneme-to-viseme mapping. To the right of each
image we have the viseme name (top), phonemes (middle), action
units (bottom). Only the AUs listed here are needed to replicate our
model. Here, JA=0.333, LI=0.5

This JALI neutral face is more faithful to a relaxed human face than
the commonly used neutral face, with jaw clenched shut and no
facial muscles activated (Figure 5a).

The JALI neutral face is thus better suited to produce ‘ventriloquist’
visemes (with zero (JA,LI) activation). We use three ‘ventriloquist’
visemes: the neutral face itself (for the bilabials /b m p/), the neu-
tral face with the orbicularis oris superior muscle relaxed (for the
labiodentals /f v/), and the neutral face with both orbicularis oris
superior and inferior muscles relaxed, with lips thus slightly parted
(for all other phonemes). This ‘Ventriloquist Singularity’ at the ori-
gin of the viseme field (i.e. (JA,LI) = (0,0) ), represents the lowest-
energy viseme state for any given phoneme.

For any given phoneme p, the geometric face for any point (p,
JA, LI) is thus defined as face(p, JA,LI ) = nface + JA ∗
jd(p) + (vtd(p) + JA ∗ td(p)) + (vau(p) +LI ∗ (au(p)), where
vtd(p), vau(p) are the small tongue and muscle deformations nec-
essary to pronounce the ventriloquist visemes.

Figure 5: Making a JALI neutral face: (a) neutral face of a con-
ventional rig, with closed jaw and lips, (b) jaw hanging open from
gravity, and (c) neutral face of a JALI rig, with open jaw and lips
closed due to lip-tightening muscle (AU23).



3.3 Animated Speech using JALI

The JALI model provides a layer of speech abstraction over the pho-
netic structure. A JALI rig can be phonetically controlled by tradi-
tional keyframing or automatic procedurally generated animation
(Section 4.2). The JALI viseme field can be independently con-
trolled by the animator over time, or automatically driven by the
audio signal (Section 4.3). As shown in the video “Five Jacks”,
our character Valley Boy is animated to a voice track of the nurs-
ery rhyme “Jack and Jill” repeated to a click track, five times in
varying speaking styles. In all five performances, we then use a sin-
gle representative set of procedural animation curves for the actor’s
phonetic performance, and only the (JA,LI) controls are varied from
one performance to the next.

4 Procedural Lip-Synchronization

Our method has three main phases: Input, Animation and Output
(Figure 6). The Input Phase produces an alignment of the input
audio recording of speech and its transcript, by parsing the tran-
script into phonemes and then aligning the phonemes with the au-
dio using any off-the-shelf forced-alignment tool. In the Animation
Phase, the aligned phonemes are mapped to visemes, viseme am-
plitudes are set (articulation), then re-processed for co-articulation
to produce viseme timings, and resulting animation curves for the
visemes (in our case, a Maya MEL script of sparsely keyframed
visemes). The Output Phase drives the animated viseme values on
a viseme compatible rig such as shown in Figure 4. For JALI com-
patible rigs, we can further compute and control JALI values from
the an analysis of the recording as described in Section 4.3.

Figure 6: Procedural Lip-Synchronization schematic.

4.1 Input Phase

Accurate speech transcript is critical to procedural lip-
synchronization, as extra, missing, or mispronounced words
and punctuation can result in poor alignment and cause cascading
errors in the animated speech. While we have experimented
with automatic transcription tools, which would be essential for
real-time speech anmiation, we found manual transcription from
the speech recording to be easy and suitable for the purpose of this
paper. Many transcript text-to-phoneme conversion for various
languages are freely available. We use speech libraries built into
Mac OS X, to convert English text into a phonemic representation.

Forced Alignment is then used to align the speech audio to its
phonemic transcript. Unlike the creation of speech text transcript,
this task requires automation, and is typically done by training a
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) on speech data annotated with the
beginning, middle, and end of each phoneme, and then aligning
phonemes to the speech features. Several tools exist for this task,
including HTK [Young and Young 1993], SPHINX [Carnegie Mel-
lon University 2014], and the FESTIVAL system [Black et al. 2001]
which was used by [Cao et al. 2005] and [Deng et al. 2006]. In
our tests, alignment misses are within 15 ms of the actual timings.
For our purposes, due to co-articulation, anticipation and perceptual
factors, this level of accuracy is less than ideal, but adequate.

4.2 Animation Phase

We animate a facial rig by producing sparse animation keyframes
for visemes. The viseme to be keyframed is determined by our
co-articulation model, its timing is determined by forced alignment
after it has been processed by through the co-articulation model,
and the amplitude is determined by lexical and word stresses re-
turned by the phonemic parser. We build our visemes on Action
Units (AU), and can thus drive any facial rig (simulated muscle,
blend-shape, or bone-based) that has a Facial Action Coding Sys-
tem (FACS) [Ekman and Friesen 1978] or MPEG-4 FA [Pandzic and
Forchheimer 2002] based control system.

Amplitude We set the amplitude of the viseme based on two in-
puts: Lexical Stress and Word Prominence. These are retrieved as
part of the phonemic parsing. Lexical Stress indicates which vowel
sound in a word is emphasized by convention. For example, the
word ‘water’ stresses the ‘a’ not the ’e’ by convention. One can
certainly say ‘watER’ but usually people say ‘WAter’. Word Promi-
nence is the de-emphasis of a given word by convention. For ex-
ample, the ‘of’ in ‘out of work’ has less word prominence than its
neighbours. If a vowel is lexically stressed, the amplitude of that
viseme is set to high (e.g., 9 out of 10). If a word is de-stressed,
then all visemes in the word are lowered (e.g., 3), if a de-stressed
word has a stressed phoneme or it is an un-stressed phoneme in a
stressed word, then the viseme is set to normal (e.g., 6).

Co-articulation Our timing is based on the alignment returned by
the forced alignment and the results of the co-articulation model.
Given the amplitude, the phoneme-to-viseme conversion must be
processed through a co-articulation model or else the lips, tongue
and jaw will distinctly pronounce each phoneme, which is neither
realistic nor expressive. Severe mumbling or ventriloquism makes
it clear that coherent audible speech can often be produced with
very little visible facial motion, making co-articulation essential.

In Linguistics: “Co-articulation is the movement of articulators to
anticipate the next sound or preserving movement from the last
sound” [Jurafsky and Martin 2008]. Fortunately the graphics of
speech has a few simplifying agents. First, many phonemes map to
a single viseme (e.g., the phonemes: /AO/ (caught), /AX/ (about),
AY/ (bite), and /AA/ (father) all map to the viseme AHH. See Fig-
ure 4 for details). Second, all motion of the tongue is nearly com-
pletely hidden; only glimpses of motion are necessary to convince
the viewer the tongue is playing its part.

This general model for audio-visual synchronized speech is based
on three anatomical dimensions of visible movements: Tongue,
Lips and Jaw. Each affect speech and co-articulation in particu-
lar ways. The rules for visual speech production are for the most
part based on linguistic categorization and divided into constraints,
conventions and habits.

There are four constraints of articulation that must be met:

1. Bilabials ( m b p ) must close the lips (e.g., ‘m’ in move);
2. Labiodentals ( f v ) must touch bottom-lip to top-teeth or

cover top-teeth completely (e.g., ‘v’ in move);
3. Sibilants ( s z J C S Z ) narrow the jaw greatly (e.g., ‘C’ and

‘s’ in ‘Chess’ both bring the teeth close together);
4. Non-Nasal phonemes must open the lips at some point when

uttered (e.g., ‘n’ does not need open lips).

These visual rules are easily observable and – for all but a trained
ventriloquist – necessary, to physically produce these phonemes.

These are three speech conventions which influence articulation:



1. Lexically-stressed vowels usually produce strongly-
articulated corresponding visemes (e.g., ‘a’ in water);

2. De-stressed words usually get weakly-articulated visemes for
the length of the word (e.g., ‘and’ in ‘cats and dogs’.);

3. Pauses ( , . ! ? ; : aspiration) usually leave the mouth open.

It takes conscious effort to break these rules and we have not seen
a common visual speaking style that is not influenced by them.

There are nine co-articulation habits that shape neighbouring
visemes:

1. Duplicated visemes are considered one viseme (e.g., /p/ and
/m/ in ‘pop man’ are co-articulated into one long MMM
viseme.);

2. Lip-heavy visemes ( UW OW OY w S Z J C ) start early (an-
ticipation) and end late (hysteresis);

3. Lip-heavy visemes replace the lip shape of neighbours that are
not labiodentals and bilabials;

4. Lip-heavy visemes are simultaneously articulated with the lip
shape of neighbours that are labiodentals and bilabials;

5. Tongue-only visemes ( l n t d g k N ) have no influence on
the lips: the lips always take the shape of the visemes that
surround them;

6. Obstruents and Nasals ( D T d t g k f v p b m n N ) with
no similar neighbours, that are less than one frame in length,
have no effect on jaw (excluding Sibilants);

7. Obstruents and Nasals of length greater than one frame, nar-
row the jaw as per their viseme rig definition;

8. Targets for co-articulation look into the word for their shape,
always anticipating, except that the last phoneme in a word
looks back (e.g., both /d/ and /k/ in ‘duke’ take their lip-shape
from the ‘u’.);

9. Articulate the viseme (its tongue, jaw and lips) without co-
articulation effects, if none of the above rules affect it.

Speech Motion Curves The goal of speech motion is to optimize
both simplicity (for benefit of the editing animator) and plausibility
(for the benefit of the unedited performance).

In general, speech onset begins 120ms before the apex of the
viseme: the apex coincides with the beginning of the sound [Bailly
1997]. The apex is sustained in an arc to the point where 75% of the
phoneme is complete, then it takes another 120 ms to decay to zero
[Ito et al. 2004]. However, there is evidence [Schwartz and Savari-
aux 2014] that there is a variance in onset times for different classes
of phonemes and phoneme combinations. Empirical measurements
have been made [Chandrasekaran et al. 2009] of specific phonemes
/m p b f/ in two different states: after a pause (mean range: 137-
240ms) and after a vowel (mean range: 127-188ms). We use these
context-specific, phoneme-specific mean-time offsets in our model,
and ours is the first procedural model to do so. Phoneme onsets
are parameterized in our system, so new empirical measurements
of phonemes onsets can be quickly assimilated.

The keen observer will note that if phoneme durations are very
short, then visemes will have a wide influence beyond its direct
neighbours. This is intentional. Visemes are known to influence
mouth shape up to five phonemes away [Kent and Minifie 1977],
specifically lip-protrusion [Mattheyses and Verhelst 2015]. In our
implementation, each mouth shape is actually influenced by both
direct neighbours (since the start of one is the end of another and
both are keyed at the point). The second-order neighbours are likely
also involved since each viseme starts at least 120ms before it is
heard and ends 120ms after; in the case of lip-protrusion it is ex-
tended to 150ms onset and offset.

The Arc is one of Lasseter’s Principles of Animation [Lasseter
1987] and in accordance, we fatten and retain our action in one
smooth motion arc over duplicated visemes. All the phoneme ar-
ticulations have an exaggerated quality in line with the principle
of Exaggeration. This is due to the clean curves, the sharp rise
and fall of each phoneme, each simplified and each slightly more
distinct from its neighbouring visemes than in real-world speech.

4.3 Computing JALI values from Audio

We animate the JA and LI parameters of the JALI-based character by
examining the pitch and intensity of each phoneme and comparing
it to all other phonemes of the same class uttered in a given perfor-
mance. We look at three classes of phonemes: vowels, plosives and
fricatives. Each of these classes requires a slightly different method
of analysis to animate the Lip parameter. Fricatives ( s z f v S Z
D T ) create friction by pushing air past the teeth with either the
lips or the tongue. This creates intensity at high frequencies, and
thus they have markedly increased mean frequencies in their spec-
tral footprints compared to those of conversational speech [Maniwa
et al. 2009]. If we detect greater intensity at a high frequency for
a given fricative, then we know that it was spoken forcefully and
heavily-articulated. Likewise, with Plosives ( p b d t g k ), the air
stoppage by lip or tongue builds pressure and the sudden release
creates similarly high frequency intensity: the greater the intensity
the greater the articulation.

Unlike fricatives and plosives, vowels are always voiced. This fact
allows us to measure the pitch and volume of the glottis with some
precision. Simultaneous increases in pitch and volume are asso-
ciated with emphasis. High mean formant F0 and high mean in-
tensity are correlated with high arousal [Banse and Scherer 1996;
Bachorowski 1999; Albrecht et al. 2005] (panic, rage, excitement,
joy) which are associated with bearing teeth and greater articula-
tion, and exaggerated speech [Hill et al. 2005]. Likewise simulta-
neous decreases are associated with low arousal [Banse and Scherer
1996] (shame, sadness, boredom).

A very important factor is that vowels are only considered if they
are lexically stressed and fricatives/plosives are only considered if
they arise before/after a lexically stressed vowel. This chooses our
candidates carefully and keeps our animation from being too er-
ratic. Specifically, lexically stressed sounds will be hit hardest by
the intention to articulate, yell, speak strongly or emphasize a word
in speech. Likewise the failure to do so will be most indicative of
a mutter, mumble or an intention not to be clearly heard, due for
example to fear, shame, or timidity.

There are other advantages to this method. The friction of air
through lips and teeth make high frequency sounds which impair
comparison between fricative/plosives and vowel sounds on both
the pitch and intensity dimension, so they must be separated from
vowels for coherent/accurate statistical analysis. We are comparing
these three phoneme types separately because of the unique charac-
teristics of the sound produced (these phoneme-types are categori-
cally different). We do this in the way that best identifies changes
specific to each given phoneme type. As future work we intend to
add other phoneme-types and use a method of analysis best suited
to detect articulation of that type.

Pitch and intensity of the audio is analyzed with PRAAT [Boersma
and Weenink 2014]. Voice pitch is measured spectrally in Hz and
retrieved from the fundamental frequency. The fundamental fre-
quency of the voice is the rate of vibration of the glottis and abbrevi-
ated as F0 [Jurafsky and Martin 2008]. Voice intensity is measured
in dB and retrieved from the power of the signal. The significance
of these two signals is that they are perceptual correlates. Intensity
is power normalized to the threshold of human hearing and pitch



is linear between 100-1000Hz, corresponding to the common range
of the human voice, and non-linear (logarithmic) above 1000Hz. In
our implementation, high-frequency intensity is calculated by mea-
suring the intensity of the signal in the 8-20kHz range.

For vocal performances of a character that is shouting throughout,
automatic modulation of the JA parameter is not needed. The jaw
value can simply be set to a high value for the entire performance.
However, when a performer fluctuates between shouting and mum-
bling an automatic method becomes useful. Our method gathers
statistics, mean/max/min and standard deviation for each, intensity
and pitch and high frequency intensity. Table 1 shows how jaw
values are set for vowels. Table 2 shows how lip values are set
for vowels. Table 3 shows how lip values are set for fricatives and
plosives.

Intensity of vowel vs. Global mean intensity Rig Setting
vowel intensity ≤ mean – stdev Jaw(0.1-0.2)

vowel intensity ≈ mean Jaw(0.3-0.6)
vowel intensity ≥ mean + stdev Jaw(0.7-0.9)

Table 1: Jaw triggers and rig settings for a given vowel. The
‘vowel intensity’ is of the current vowel, ‘mean’ is the global mean
intensity of all vowels in the audio clip.

Intensity/pitch of vowel vs. Global means Rig Setting
intensity/pitch ≤ mean – stdev Lip(0.1-0.2)

intensity/pitch ≈ mean Lip(0.3-0.6)
intensity/pitch ≥ mean + stdev Lip(0.7-0.9)

Table 2: Lip triggers and rig settings for a given vowel. The ‘inten-
sity/pitch’ is of the current vowel, ‘mean’ is the respective global
mean intensity/pitch of all vowels in the audio clip.

HF Intensity fricative/plosive vs. Global means Rig Setting
intensity ≤ mean – stdev Lip(0.1-0.2)

intensity ≈ mean Lip(0.3-0.6)
intensity ≥ mean + stdev Lip(0.7-0.9)

Table 3: Lip triggers and rig settings for a given fricative or plo-
sive. The ‘intensity’ is the high frequency intensity of the current
fricative or plosive, ‘mean’ is the respective global mean high fre-
quency intensity of all fricatives/plosives in the audio clip.

5 Additional Implementation Details

Given two input files representing speech audio and text transcript,
we use applescript and praatscript to produce a phonemic break-
down and forced alignment using the Apple utility REPEAT AFTER
ME. This phonemic alignment is then used by PRAAT to produce
pitch and intensity mean/min/max for each phoneme. We then run
through the phonemes to create animated viseme curves by setting
articulation and co-articulation keyframes of visemes, as well as an-
imated JALI parameters, as a MEL script. This script is able to drive
the animation of any JALI rigged character in MAYA.

A 10-second audio clip, processed on a 3.06 GHZ Intel Core i3 with
4 GB 1333 MHZ DDR3 memory and a ATI Radeon 4670 with 256
MB of VRAM (i.e., a mid-2010 iMac), takes a total of 6.487 sec-
onds of processing time to run the various animation scripts. While
this running time is sufficient for interactive animation work, with
further optimization, our process will run in near real-time.

6 Results and Evaluation

6.1 Low-dimensionality

In this section, we demonstrate an important, attractive feature of
the signals produced by our system: low-dimensionality. Our intent
is to match the dimensionality of our output to the human commu-
nication signal. That is, people perceive phonemes and visemes, not
arbitrary positions of part of the face. For example, the procedural
result of saying the word “water” in Figure 8 is more comprehensi-
ble and more amenable to animator editing than the motion capture
result shown in Figure 7 (created with FACESHIFT).

Figure 7: 648 points recorded for the performance capture of the
word ‘water’ at 30 fps. Compare with Figure 8.

Figure 8: 20 points calculated for the word ‘water’ as output by
our system. When compared with Figure 7 we see performance
capture requires 32.4x as many points as our method to represent
the same word. Notice the long regular construction and arc shape
in each animation curve; animators prefer to see and edit curves
with this shape.

6.2 Examples

Some vocal tracks were sourced from Librivox [LibriVox 2014], a
website of free, public-domain readings of famous, public-domain
texts performed by volunteers. The ‘Quality of Mercy’ video was
created from this sound library.

6.3 Comparisons

The success of any realistic procedural animation model can be
evaluated by comparing that animation to ‘ground truth’, i.e., a
live-action source. Using live-action footage provided by [Taylor
et al. 2012], we evaluate our JALI model by comparing it not only
to this footage, but to the speech animation output from Dynamic
Visemes [Taylor et al. 2012], and the Dominance model [Massaro
et al. 2012], (see Related Work for details).

In this comparison, we utilize a facial motion capture tool, ANA-
LYZER from Faceware Technologies, to track the face of the live-
action actor from this footage, as well as the animated faces output
from the aforementioned methods. We then use Faceware’s RE-
TARGETER to apply these tracking data to animate ValleyBoy, al-
lowing us to evaluate these disparate models on a single facial rig.
By comparing JALI, Dynamic Visemes and the Dominance model
to the ‘ground truth’ of the motion-captured live-action footage, we
can determine the relative success of each method. The included
video, “Comparison of Procedural Speech Methods” demonstrates
this evaluation using heatmaps of the displacement errors of each
method with respect to the live-action footage.

In Figure 9 we see successes and failures of all three procedural
methods. In (a), we see a timing error with the Dynamic Viseme



model, in that the lips fail to anticipate the leading phoneme just
prior to the first spoken sentence. In (b), the Dominance method
shows a lack of lip closing in the /F/ phoneme “to Fit”–the result
of excessive co-articulation with adjacent vowel phonemes. In (c),
the JALI method shows error in the lower lip, as it over-enunciates
/AA/ (“dArkness”).

In (d) we see the accumulated error for the 7-second duration of
the actor’s speech. The Dynamic Viseme and JALI models fare sig-
nificantly better than the Dominance model in animating this vocal
track. In general, Dominance incurs excessive co-articulation of
lip-heavy phonemes such as /F/ with adjacent phonemes. The Dy-
namic Viseme model appears to under-articulate certain jaw-heavy
vowels such as /AA/, and to blur each phoneme over its duration.
JALI appears to over-articulate these same vowels at times.

Figure 9: Cumulative heat-map errors of three techniques.

6.4 Technical Evaluation

The goal of lip-sync is for the viewer to remain undistracted while
following the performance. Since the mouth is one of many features
of the face, this is an easier goal than one may foresee at first blush.
Nonetheless, we have identified several sources of error.

1. The forced alignment HMM may give incorrect timings in the
range of 1-30ms.

2. The forced alignment HMM may improperly categorize a
phoneme placing it too early, dropping out a phoneme and
cascading the error through to the end of the word, phrase or
simply matching the wrong viseme at the moment when the
sound produced.

3. The transcript may not match the recording. Extra/missing
words and punctuation, or a severely mispronounced word,
can create cascading errors through the word or phrase.

Many of these errors can occur regularly with little perceptual im-
pact on the performance. This is due to four factors: 1) people are
generally bad lip-readers; 2) co-articulation blurs the boundaries
between phonemes; 3) 40 phonemes map to only 14 visemes, so an
improperly identified phoneme may still match the right viseme; 4)
the mouth may not be the central focus when watching an anima-
tion.

6.5 User Evaluation

A short, informal pilot study was performed to get reaction from an-
imators. We recruited three professional animators and one student
animator; two animators were males and two were female. They
completed three editing tasks: 1) adding a missing viseme, 2) fixing
non-trivial out-of-sync phrase and 3) exaggerating a speech perfor-
mance. Each of these tasks were completed three times: once with
hand-generated data, once with mocap-generated data and once
with JALI-generated data.

All participants disliked editing motion capture data and unani-
mously rated it lowest for ease-of-use, ability to reach expecta-
tions and quality of the final edited result for all tasks. They de-
scribed working with the mocap data as “Nightmarish”, “...any
progress I did and did well, felt like luck”, “...pretty much better
to have a blank slate”, “an overload of information”, “way more
information than was needed and to make small changes was next-
to-impossible”, “tonnes of clean-up involved and it’s hard to do”.
Overall, editing with JALI was preferred 77% of the time, but hand-
crafted animation was largely seen as equivalent. Given the infor-
mality of the study and the small sample size mostly consisting
of experienced animators, we are confident in claiming that JALI-
generated animation is at least as easy-to-edit as hand-generated
animation and was unanimously preferred over mocap-generated
animation. We would like in future to perform a more extensive
study consisting of inexperienced animators.

In describing working with JALI participants said: “best of both
worlds... it’s procedurally generated but you still get the control”,
“The quality could have been done with [hand-generated] ... but I
think JALI was allowing me to get there faster which is what I liked
about it”, “say it saved me 10%, that is 10% more quality I could
put into [the performance]”.

7 Discussion and Conclusions

The effective generation of expressive lip synchronized animation
is both an art and science. We have demonstrated a procedural
workflow based on a novel jaw/lip model that allows the automatic
creation of believable speech-synchronized animation sequences
using only text and audio as input. Unlike many data-driven or
performance capture methods, our output is animator-centric, and
amenable to further editing for more idiosyncratic animation. It is
also easy to combine both our technique and its output with other
animation workflows, as the accompanying video demonstrates.
For example, our lip and jaw animation curves are easily combined
with head motion obtained from performance-capture. That said,
we believe procedural approaches have untapped potential: an inte-
grated procedural facial animation system that would include head,
neck and eye motions, together with higher quality rendering to fa-
cilitate more realistic skin and hair, is ongoing work.

Our approach admits a wide range of use cases:

1. In conjunction with body motion capture. Often the face and
body are captured separately. One could capture the body and
record the voice, then use this tool to automatically produce
face animation that is quickly synchronized to the body ani-
mation via the voice recording. This is particularly useful in
an VR/AR setting where facial motion capture is complicated
by the presence of head mounted display devices.

2. For video games, specifically in RPGs where animating many
lines of dialogue is prohibitively time-consuming.

3. For crowds and secondary characters in film, audiences at-
tention is not focused on these characters nor is the voice track
forward in the mix.



4. For animatics or pre-viz, to settle questions of layout.
5. For animating main characters since the animation pro-

duced is designed to be edited by a skilled animator.
6. For use in novice facial animation.

We look forward to seeing our solution applied to all of these cases.

Limitations and Future work
We do not consider articulation changes [Bevacqua and Pelachaud
2004] for fast versus slow speech. We focused on an animator-
centric workflow and are pleased with the quality of the results
without attention to the rate of speech. However, research shows
[Taylor et al. 2014] that rate of speech affects co-articulation pat-
terns, and undoubtedly JALI parameters. This and other audio fea-
tures like jitter, and shimmer, may all be useful for shaping our
JALI model as well as the attack, apex and decay of our animation
curves, and this is subject to future work. Emotional speech styles
that have been extensively researched, were explicitly excluded in
our work. The introduction of an emotional model to ease the cre-
ation of subtle-yet-expressive animations – a typically difficult task
even for expert animators – is an obvious extension to our work;
we are working on an emotional model in our workflow, based on
human physiology and guided by human perceptual studies.

In summary, we have presented a novel animator-centric workflow
for the automatic creation of lip-synchronized animation: our ap-
proach produces results that are comparable or better than prior
art in performance-capture and data-driven speech, encapsulating
a range of expressive speaking styles that is easy-to-edit and refine
by animators. We hope our work will inspire further research in
tools like ours that support the creative process of animation.
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Appendix

A Procedural Speech Details

We have included psuedocode in Figure 10 of the rules in Section
4.2. We also take a walk through the generation of the visemes for
a sample word.

Phonemes = list of phonemes in order of performance
Bilabials = { m b p }
Labiodental = { f v }
Sibilant = { s z J C S Z }
Obstruent = { D T d t g k f v p b }
Nasal = { m n NG }
Pause = { . , ! ? ; : aspiration }
Tongue-only = { l n t d g k NG }
Lip-heavy = { UW OW OY w S Z J C }-

LIP-SYNC (Phonemes) :
for each Phoneme Pi in Phonemes P
if (Pi isa lexically stressed) power = high
elsif (Pi isa destressed) power = low
else power = normal
if (Pi isa Pause) Pi = Pi−1

if (Pi−1 isa Pause) Pi = Pi+1

elsif (Pi isa Tongue-only)
ARTICULATE (Pi, power, start, end, onset(Pi), offset(Pi))
Pi = Pi+1

if (Pi+1 isa Pause, Tongue-only) Pi = Pi−1

if (viseme(Pi) == viseme(Pi−1))
delete (Pi−1)

start = prev start
if (Pi isa Lip-heavy)

if (Pi−1 isnota Bilabial,Labiodental) delete (Pi−1)
if (Pi+1 isnota Bilabial,Labiodental) delete (Pi+1)
start = prev start
end = next end

ARTICULATE (Pi, power, start, end, onset(Pi), offset(Pi))
if (Pi isa Sibilant) close jaw(Pi)
elsif (Pi isa Obstruent,Nasal)

if (Pi−1,Pi+1 isa Obstruent,Nasal or length(Pi) >frame) close jaw(Pi)
if (Pi isa Bilabial) ensure lips close
elsif (Pi isa Labiodental) ensure lowerlip close

end

Figure 10: Procedural Speech Algorithm

A.1 Walkthrough Example: The word ‘what’

Before animation begins, the speech audio track must first be
aligned with the text. This happens in two stages: phoneme pars-
ing then forced alignment. Initially, the word ‘what’ is parsed into
the phonemes: w 1UX t; then, the forced alignment stage re-
turns timing information: w(2.49-2.54), 1UX(2.54-2.83),
t(2.83-3.01). This is all that is needed to animate this word.

Now the speech animation can be generated. First, w maps to a
Lip-Heavy viseme thus begins early (start time would be replaced
with the start time of the previous phoneme, if one exists), and

ends late (the end time is replaced with the end time of the next
phoneme): ARTICULATE (‘w’, 7, 2.49, 2.83, 150ms, 150ms). Next,
the Lexically-Stressed UX (indicated by the ‘1’ in front) is more
strongly articulated; thus power is set to 10 (replacing the default
value of 7): ARTICULATE (‘UX’, 10, 2.54, 2.83, 120ms, 120ms),
Finally the tmaps to a Tongue-Only viseme, thus articulates twice,
1) ARTICULATE (‘t’, 7, 2.83, 3.01, 120ms, 120ms); then it is re-
placed with the previous, which then counts as a duplicate and
thus extends the previous, 2) ARTICULATE (‘UX’, 10, 2.54, 3.01,
120ms, 120ms).

A.2 Tongue-Only Visemes

Two Tongue-only visemes are mentioned in the text, though not
fully described. In the interest of clarity we have included a graphic
(Figure 11) and a description of them, here in the appendix.

Figure 11: The tongue-only visemes cannot be depicted in FACS
notation. These images and short description outlines their con-
struction. LNTD: the tongue blocks airflow by sealing the upper
palate starting at the front of the mouth. GK: blocks airflow by
sealing the airway with the tongue at the back of the mouth.

A.3 Phoneme Notation

The phonemic notation used throughout this document in shown in
Table 4 and is consistent with Apple libraries.

Symbol Example Symbol Example
% (silence) @ (breath intake)

AE bat f fin
EY bait g gain
AO caught h hat
AX about J jump
IY beet k kin

EH bet l limb
IH bit m mat

AY bite n nap
IX roses N tang

AA father p pin
UW boot r ran
UH book s sin
UX bud S shin
OW boat t tin
AW bout T thin
OY boy v van

b bin w wet
C chin y yet
d din z zoo
D them Z measure

Table 4: Phoneme notation, from
https://developer.apple.com/library/mac/documentation/-
UserExperience/Conceptual/SpeechSynthesisProgrammingGuide/
Phonemes/Phonemes.html.

A.4 JALI rig

For the purposes of evaluation and to aid construction of JALI on
other facial rigs, we have made a simplified JALI-rig available for
download: www.dgp.toronto.edu/∼elf/jali.html.


